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T H E  A L U M N U S

Dearest Members of our Alumni Community:

Congratulations, first and foremost, to the Class of 
2022!  Commencement day was filled with palpable 
joy and hope. Dr. Fauci did not disappoint as the 
keynote speaker. Read all about it on pg. 2.   

To you, the Class of 2022—welcome to the alumni 
association. For the past 2+ years, your education 
has been put under unprecedented challenges by the 
coronavirus pandemic and, yet, you have prevailed! 
I am in awe of your resilience and dedication to 

completing your degree. Please know that your CCNY network is here for you—
use it! This association is a remarkable organization of CCNY alumni supporting 
alumni—since 1853. Your 1st year of membership in the association is our 
graduation gift to you. It is free, but not automatic—be sure to sign up at www.
ccnyalumni.org/join today.

Speaking of membership, a gentle reminder that annual memberships expire on 
June 30, 2022. For more information on membership renewal and options, see the 
remittance envelope included in this magazine or visit www.ccnyalumni.org.

Remember that the Alumni Association is an independent nonprofit (501c3), 
membership supported organization. Funds donated to CCNY and/or the Foundation 
for City College do not support the operations of the Alumni Association. We are the 
oldest alumni association connected to a public college in the United States. With 
a rich history of innovation and self-governance dating back 169 years, the Alumni 
Association has been, and continues to be, an invaluable partner to City College.  

Your membership in the Alumni Association:
•   makes a resounding statement of commitment to the entire CCNY community,
•   connects young alumni to our vast alumni network,
•   strengthens the CCNY network through programmatic support, and
•   fuels the association’s scholarship efforts for current students.
 
In this issue of the Alumnus magazine, the Alumni Association welcomes a new 
Editor, Thea Klapwald. She presents a remarkable collection of stories that reflect 
on the characteristics of the Class of 2022. Notably, the “Great Grad” stories on 
pgs.5 & 6 celebrate 2022 graduates and their stories of resilience and persistence. 
Also be sure to read our story in memory of Brent Renaud (pg.8) and our continued 
remembrances of Lewisohn Stadium (pg.10). We also bring you an update on the 
association’s mentoring efforts on pg.16, as well as a story about the abundance of  
creativity at City College Center for the Arts (pg.19).   

We hope you enjoy this issue and remember to renew your membership! Wishing you 
and your families a very happy, healthy, and safe summer season ahead.

—David Covington

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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ROSE MARY BIJU 
Class of 2022 Valedictorian
Rose Mary Biju, CCNY’s Class of 2022 Valedictorian, earned 
her BS in biomedical science last fall. She’s currently in the 
CUNY School of Medicine’s (CSOM) Class of 2025 and 
plans a career as an emergency medicine physician among 
underserved populations. 

Biju was the recipient of numerous honors as an undergraduate. She was on the 
Dean’s List from her freshman year. Her accolades include the LCU Housing 
Grant Award, the Rita and Howard Shapiro Memorial Award, the Deans Medal 
for Academic Excellence and the Empress EMT Sergeant Award for Zeal. 

In addition to her service with Empress EMT, Biju gained clinical experience as a 
volunteer in summer 2019 at Samaritan Hospital in her native Kerala, India, where she 
worked in the emergency room tending to injured patients and shadowing physicians. 

Speaking about her academic accomplishments, Biju said, “My efforts are not 
innate talent or intellect, but rather, they are more a product of discipline, a 
discipline inspired by my faith, by faculty at City College and loved ones.”

ALI KHALIL 
Class of 2022 Salutatorian
When Ali Khalil landed at JFK six years ago, he was determined 
to become a doctor. The biggest challenge he faced as a new 
immigrant from lower Egypt was language. He could hardly 
speak English. During his high school junior year, he took more 
than the required English classes. In a few short years, he was 
remarkably fluent. 

“Ali is the kind of smart, engaged student that makes teaching fun, and his 
academic record is probably in the top 3% I have ever seen at City College,” said 
David J. Lohman, associate professor of biology. “He is intelligent, engaging, 
hard-working, and selfless. These are qualities that embody the ideals of The City 
College of New York.” 

Khalil’s academic honors include Dean’s Honors List, the Ira & Cecille Weber 
Scholarship from the Division of Science, and the S Jay Levy Fellowship. The 
latter is a year-long professional development experience for academically 
accomplished and career focused students. It culminates in a summer internship 
or research experience. 

With an interest in both oncology and cardiology, Khalil’s main goal once a 
medical practitioner will be “bridging the gap between research and healthcare.”

DR. ANTHONY 
S. FAUCI ASKS 
CLASS OF 2022 
FOR HELP IN 
COMMENCEMENT 
SPEECH

2022 CLASS VALEDICTORIAN AND SALUTATORIAN 
PROVIDE INSPIRATION  

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci was 
the keynote speaker at The 
City College of New York’s 
169th Commencement on 
June 3. The director of the 
National Institute of Allergy 
and Infectious Diseases 
(NIAID) and Chief Medical 
Advisor to the President 
was conferred the degree 
Doctor of Science, honoris 
causa, by CCNY. 

The Queens-born native, 
with Italian immigrant 
grandparents who arrived 
in the US without speaking 
a word of English, Fauci 
affectionately called CCNY 
a "Beacon of Light" and a 
"visionary" at the forefront 
of social change. 

While Fauci praised the 
class of 2022 for their 
“extraordinary resilience, 
resolve and character” 
to complete their studies 
during the two years of the 
pandemic, he said, "We 
cannot escape the fact that 
the COVID-19 pandemic 
has profoundly upended 
your college experience," 
said Fauci. "Together, your 
class faced one of the most 
traumatic public health 
crises in human history." 

It was with great urgency, 
though, that Fauci called 
upon the graduating class 
to take up the mantle of 
responsibility, leadership 
and public service in any 
way they can. “We need 

CCNY’S 169TH COMMENCEMENT
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CCNY’S 169TH COMMENCEMENT

STANLEY NELSON ’76, RECEIVES 
HONORARY DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS 
AT 169TH COMMENCEMENT 

The City College of New York was 
proud to honor Stanley Nelson with 
the degree Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris 
causa. A 1976 CCNY alumnus, 
Nelson is the leading contemporary 
documentarian of the African 
American experience. His films, 
many of which have aired on PBS, 
combine compelling narratives with 
rich historical detail to illuminate the 
under-explored American past. 

Nelson is a MacArthur “Genius” Fellow and received the National 
Humanities Medals from President Obama in 2013. He has received 
numerous honors over the course of his career, including the 2016 
Lifetime Achievement Award from the National Academy of 
Television Arts Sciences. Nelson was also awarded a Peabody for his 
body of work that same year.

His latest film, for SHOWTIME Documentary Films, is the 
Oscar-nominated “Attica,” with Traci A. Curry, on the 1971 prison 
uprising. It earned him the DGA Award for Outstanding Directorial 
Achievement in Documentary.

In 2021, Nelson also directed the feature film “Crack: Cocaine, 
Corruption & Conspiracy” for Netflix, which was a 2022 duPont-
Columbia Awards Finalist, and “Tulsa Burning: The 1921 Race 
Massacre,” with co-director Marco Williams for the HISTORY 
Channel, which was nominated for three Primetime Emmy® Awards.

Nelson’s feature for American Masters “Miles Davis: Birth of the 
Cool,” a definitive look at the life and career of the iconic Miles 
Davis, premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in 2019, marking his 
10th premiere at the prestigious festival—the most premieres of any 
documentary filmmaker. The film won two Emmy® Awards and was 
nominated for Best Music Film at the 62nd Grammy Awards. 

In 2000, Nelson and his wife, Marcia A. Smith, founded Firelight 
Media, a non-profit organization whose flagship Documentary 
Lab has helped to launch the careers of more than 100 nonfiction 
filmmakers of color, as well as Firelight Films, a production 
company that produces nonfiction films by and about communities 
of color.

you,” he said, so as to better 
face society’s challenges. He 
appealed to them to use the 
critical thinking skills they 
learned at City College to 
fight the normalization of 
untruths that has swamped 
the populace. “This is how a 
society declines,” he warned 
them. “Each of us has a 
responsibility to counter this 
divisiveness that is tearing us 
apart.” 

Fauci has served under seven 
US presidents from Ronald 
Reagan to the current Biden 
administration. 

Fauci has crafted the US 
response to infectious 
diseases for more than 30 
years, including AIDS, Ebola, 
the Zikra virus, SARS and the 
recent pandemic of COVID-19. 
He is one of the lead members 
of the Biden administration's 
White House COVID-19 
Response Team. 
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Meet some of the best and the brightest that The 
City College of New York has to offer from the 
Class of 2022. As we emerge from the difficulties 
imposed on us by the ravages of COVID-19, and 
look ahead to the commemoration of our 175th 
anniversary and a bright future, we celebrate the 
achievements of this year’s Great Grads.

Nominated by their CCNY mentors, and 
representative of all schools and divisions of the 
College, the students chosen as Great Grads excel 
in the classroom, inspire us with their personal 
histories, and illustrate the transformative power of 
the City experience.

Poised to make great contributions to society, these 
graduates have surmounted obstacles and prevailed 
over challenges—such as health and developmental 
setbacks, turbulent domestic situations, and 
acculturation—as they now embark upon their 
paths to becoming change agents and role models 
as healers, educators, researchers, mentors, public 
servants and policymakers.

<<
CAROLINE HO
BArch, Architecture
The Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of 
Architecture

Having a non-compliant body has not 
deterred Caroline Ho. That made her what 
she is and what compels her to make 
the world a better place through space-
making design. “Living with a mobility 
impairment, I experience the world a 
little shorter and a little slower than most 
people my age,” she said. 

CLASS OF 2022: GREAT GRADS

<<
ALIA MEDINA
BSEd, Childhood Education and Psychology
School of Education
Colin Powell School for Civic and Global 
Leadership

Alia Medina combined her passion for 
racial justice and teaching through 
research, tutoring and mentoring at 
CCNY. The Brooklyn native is heading 
to Purdue University for her MA in 
special education and a doctorate in 
gifted education.

>>
CHELSEA MORALES 

BA, Economics
Colin Powell School for Civic and 

Global Leadership
SEEK Program

Chelsea Morales currently serves 
as an audit intern in the U.S. 

Customs and Border Protection. 
A summa cum laude graduate 

with a 3.9 GPA, Morales will start a 
position at Bloomberg in customer 
service. “My plans are to develop a 
career in finance and get an MBA.”

>>
ABBE PANNUCCI 

BS, Biotechnology
Macaulay Honors College

When Abbe Pannucci was 10 years 
old, she was diagnosed with Stage 

4 cancer, a diagnosis that subjected 
her to two years of chemotherapy 

and radiation therapy. Her 
experience has dictated much of her 

path as a student. Pannucci plans 
to apply to the Physician's Assistant 

program at CCNY.

Read more about our Great Grads on CCNY's website: 
WWW.CCNY.CUNY.EDU/GREATGRADS2022

>>
GABRIEL REYES 
BA, Political Science 

Colin Powell School for Civic and 
Global Leadership

SEEK Program
 

In his senior year, Reyes took a 
part-time position as a program 

assistant at New Economy Project, 
a nonprofit that advocates for 

racial and economic justice in New 
York City. He now works there 

full time as he continues to be an 
active member of the City College 

and SEEK alumni communities.



>>
ADAM COHEN 

BA, Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences
Division of Interdisciplinary Studies at 

the Center for Worker Education

Adam Cohen, summa cum laude and 
Dean's List graduate, matriculated to 

CCNY to finish a college education 
he began more than a decade earlier 
at University of Colorado, Boulder. "I 
was empowered to finish - and finish 

strong," said Cohen who desires to 
work in media and government

>>
CESIA ROSAMILIA

MS, Physician Assistant Program 
CUNY School of Medicine

Cesia Rosamilia, who was born 
in Argentina but raised in Spain, 

is a first-generation college 
student with an unwavering 

commitment to helping 
underserved communities.

<<
NAFIZA TARANNUM
BA, Advertising and Public Relations
Division of Humanities & the Arts 

Graduating in the top 10 in her 
major, Tarannum will be a human 
resources intern at Ogilvy for 
the summer. She plans to attend 
graduate school next spring to 
study strategic communications or 
organizational psychology.

>>
ANEESAH SAEED

BA, International Studies
Colin Powell School for 

Civic and Global Leadership

The Queen’s resident 
has been accepted to 

NYU and the Rochester 
Institute of Technology, 

and plans a career as an 
accessibility expert.

<<
ABIGAIL RAGHUNATH
BA, Political Science 
Colin Powell School for Civic and 
Global Leadership

Devoting herself to addressing 
gender-based violence, 
Raghunath will spend the 
summer volunteering with 
GVI, an NGO to improve 
women’s empowerment in 
Cambodia. She is enrolled at 
Columbia University’s School of 
International and Public Affairs. 

>>
JEANA PEARL FLETCHER

MLA, Landscape Architecture  
The Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of 

Architecture

After leaving Delaware to pursue 
college track and field, and an 

undergraduate degree in visual arts and 
environmental policy in New York City, 

Jeana Fletcher eventually found her 
passion in public spaces and enrolled 

at CCNY. She plans to advocate for 
community interests and representation 

through urban policy and design.

<<
STEPHANIE ROSE 
ALMODOVAR
BS, Earth System Science and 
Environmental Engineering
The Grove School of Engineering

After a tumultuous time during the 
pandemic, Stephanie Rose Almovodar 
successfully fought to create new 
opportunities for herself and others 
doing STEM outreach. She works as an 
energy and sustainability engineering 
intern for Altanova, an environmental 
consulting company that works to 
decarbonize buildings, making them 
more sustainable. 

<<
DARREN TARAZA
BS, Early Childhood Education
Division of Interdisciplinary 
Studies at the Center for Worker 
Education

Teaching has been a passion 
for Taraza since he was young. 
While studying early childhood 
education at CCNY, his dream was 
fully realized when he landed a 
job as a pre-K lead teacher at Our 
Lady Queen of Martyrs School in 
Inwood, Manhattan.
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Retired Lieutenant Colonel Hlib S. Hayuk (Geography, 
BA ‘61) received a lot of recent attention from the press 
for his Ukranian heritage. A Ukrainian by birth, he has 
lived in the United States for the majority of his life. But 
at age 83, he took to the streets to be part of an anti-
war protest on the steps of the state capital in his home 
state of Colorado. Media like “The Denverite,” National 
Public Radio, and local ABC affiliate Denver7 have taken 
notice and interviewed him.
 
Hayuk is not alone in the belief that Ukraine should 
be free of Russian aggression. He and his fellow 
Ukrainans who turned out with him during the protest 
are in good company. A worldwide poll taken by 
Ipsos in April, a global market research company, 
found that Americans were in favor of support for 
Ukraine, including humanitarian, financial and military 
aid. 

During his time at CCNY, Hayuk joined ROTC. Never 
did he think that ROTC would return him to one 
of the refugee camps of his childhood. Part of the 
agreement in signing up for ROTC is to serve in 
the army for two years after graduation. Hayuk's 
military assignment was to Europe. “Upon receiving 
my commission, I was sent to Germany to serve in 
the U.S. Army in the very same town where I lived 
as a child refugee after WWII,” said Hayuk. It was 
in Schweinfurt, Germany that Hayuk, his father, his 
mother and sisters lived post-war.

Hayuk’s story, like that of many Ukranians, isn’t a 
simple one. His journey up until the time he arrived 
in New York City included the hardships of war-torn 

CCNY ROTC LEADS UKRANIAN       HLIB HAYUK TO HIS PAST LIFE
Europe, prisoner and refugee camps, and a 
nomadic existence. 

In 1939, at the time of Hayuk’s birth, Ukraine was 
occupied by Poland. By the beginning of WWII, 
Russia was in control of the same territory. “I fled 
and escaped from Ukraine with my parents and 
two sisters in 1943, when I was only four years 
old,” said Hayuk. 

In the process of leaving their homeland, the 
Hayuk family was captured by the Germans. 
The end of the war wasn’t far off, though, and 
on May 8th they were greeted by liberating 
American forces—a Black unit delivering priority 
goods for the incoming divisions.  

Living in the refugee camp of Schweinfurt, the 
Hayuk family was lucky, whereas some of the 
Ukraninas there were repatriated to the Soviet 
Union. Over the next five years, the family was 
transferred from refugee camp to refugee camp 
before receiving permission to move to the 
United States. And, finally, to New York. 

Years later, at CCNY, ROTC offered many perks 
for a young immigrant. “Believe it or not, the tiny 
stipend that we received monthly was greatly 
appreciated, and went a long way to help with 
my college expenses,” said Hayuk. The stipend 
was about $25. “And I am not embarrassed 
to say that I saved on clothing purchases by 
wearing a uniform as much as possible!” 

“Also, I like to point out that one of my ROTC 
buddies and classmates was none other than 
General (Ret) Colin Powell. He was two years 
ahead of me academically, and eventually 
surpassed me greatly in military rank. I only made 
full bird Colonel! Memories of the camaraderie 
was something that I still cherish today.”

After CCNY and his military service, Hayuk went 
on to an academic career at Towson University 
where he specialized in the geography of his 
former homeland and the Soviet Union until he 
retired. Along the way, he kept up his military 
ties as an active reserve member, and advised 
the U.S. government on foreign policy matters 
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related to Russia. “It was a great honor to serve 
over 30 years in the American Armed Forces,” 
said Hayuk. 

Hayuk and his wife Terri (T.K.) returned to 
Eastern Europe many years later. They were 
Peace Corps Volunteers in Bulgaria from 1999-
2001. When they completed their service, they 
backpacked through Eastern Europe with the 
intention of arriving in Kyiv, Ukraine to celebrate 
the 10th anniversary of independence from 
the former-Soviet Union. “Of course, I had 
goosebumps and tears, and was so proud of my 
birth country. I regretted that my parents and 
grandparents were not able to see this event.” 

Many of Hayuk’s relatives were murdered prior 
to and during WWII by Russian communists 
and Nazis. “We tried to visit the cemetery of my 
grandparents but, unfortunately, many of my 
family members are buried in unmarked graves. 
We were able to visit the small town of my birth 
(Kremyanets) near Lviv, but my house was no 
longer there,” recalled Hayuk. 

Today, seeing his birthplace under siege is not 
easy. However, like the rest of the world, he was 
surprised by the Ukrainian government’s organized 
response to the invasion. “I was not totally aware 
of how well prepared the leadership of Ukraine, 
both military and civilian, was. Especially the 
overwhelming patriotism and morale to resist. I 
did expect that Russia, which was always touted 
as the world's second mightiest military, would 
overwhelm Ukraine, but I knew the Ukrainians 
would resist in a partisan/guerilla warfare as they 
have done throughout history.” 

Hayuk explained how even without assistance 
from allied or neighboring countries, Ukrainans 
resisted against the Nazis and Russians in WWII, 
as well as after the war’s official end, continuing 
into the next decade.  
  
“I knew they would, and still may, carry this form 
of warfare for years to come. Ukrainians will 
not be subjugated to the Russians ever again. 
It is just not in our genetic code. Ukrainians are 
destroying the myth of the ‘mighty’ Russian 

military. Ukrainians are teaching the world 
that you should not be afraid of Putin, or any 
authoritarian dictator. I have great faith that 
eventually Ukraine will prevail.” 

Hayuk’s opinion of Russian President Vladimir 
Putin is low. “Putin is a war criminal, thug, and a 
terrorist.” As for Russia’s treatment of Ukrainian 
civilians, Putin’s regime has “perpetrated 
atrocities on the Ukrainian people, unprovoked.” 
Hayuk believes that any war crimes committed 
should be brought to an international tribunal, 
similar to that in Nuremberg post-WWII. “In the 
meantime, no effort should be spared to help 
Ukraine defeat Putin, because they are truly 
fighting a war for democracy, for all of us.” 

As for the future, Hayuk is optimistic. With 
previously neutral countries like Sweden and 
Finland jointly applying to become members 
of NATO, support of democracy in the region 
is strengthening. “Ukraine has all the resources, 
human and natural, to become an important 
country and a true ally of democracy in Europe. 
The nation of Ukraine is being forged in fire right 
now. The world now is learning who Ukrainians 
are and what we are made of,” said Hayuk. “Slava 
Ukraini! Glory to Ukraine and its heroes.”
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Brent Renaud, MFA, died March 13, 2022 outside Kyiv, 
Ukraine. He was 50. A world renowned filmmaker and 
journalist, Renaud was documenting the Russian invasion 
in Ukraine in Irpin, Ukraine, a suburb outside the 
nation’s capital, for the TIME magazine’s film division, 
TIME Studios. The paper said he was working on “a 
project focused on the global refugee crisis.”

He was the first journalist working for an American 
news organization killed in the conflict. After a long 
and successful career making films and documentaries, 
Renaud came to City College for the creative writing 
MFA program. He was in his second semester of the 
program when he was killed. Renaud planned to return 
from Ukraine in time for class on March 17. 

“CCNY gathers a global community to its campus, 
and that means that we have, every day, people in our 
midst who are touched in a particular way by the human 
toll of some global tragedy that might, to others, seem 
distant,” City College President Vincent Boudreau said, 
memorializing Renaud. “We mourn the loss of Brent to 
our community both because we will miss his remarkable 
presence among us and for the reminder he represents 
of the deeply personal pain that every life lost, in any 
conflict, triggers.”

Police in Irpin said Renaud was shot in the head by Russian 
forces while driving towards a checkpoint in Irpin. Another 
journalist, Juan Arredondo, was injured in the attack.

“May Brent’s life & sacrifice inspire the world to stand up 
in fight for the forces of light against forces of darkness,” 
Ukrainian President Vlodomyr Zelenskyy wrote on 
Twitter after Renaud’s death.

Born in Memphis, TN and raised in Little Rock, AR, 
Renaud was the son of a salesman and a social worker. He 
attended Southern Methodist University and received a 
bachelor’s degree in English literature. He later came to 
New York and earned a Master’s degree from Columbia 
University’s Teachers College.

Renaud and his brother, Craig, were a Peabody 
Award-winning duo who often focused on 
conflict and human suffering, including 
documentaries on immigrants, refugees, drug 
addiction, gang violence, homelessness, and 
environmental crises. The brothers covered 
the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, the drug war 
in Mexico, and conflicts in Egypt and Libya. 
Their 2011 documentary series about the prison 
industrial complex, “Billions Behind Bars,” 
won an Edward R. Murrow Award for Best TV 
Network News Documentary.

Their Peabody was awarded for their 2014 
documentary “Last Chance High,” a depiction of a 
specialized school in Chicago for students living with 
emotional disorders who were expelled from other 
schools in the city.

Renaud had faced physical danger in pursuit of 
his films before, including an attack in Cairo, 
Egypt while covering the repression of the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and being shot at by Cambodian 
soldiers as a passenger in a car barreling through a 
checkpoint. For the last decade, as his brother raised 
a family, Renaud was traveling into warzones on his 
own, braving perilous conditions in pursuit of telling 
the story of human suffering.

He is survived by his brother, his brother’s wife 
Mami, and his nephew Taiyo.

FIRST AMERICAN 
JOURNALIST TO DIE IN 
UKRAINE WAR WAS 
STUDENT BRENT RENAUD 
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HOW TO MANAGE YOUR IN-PERSON RETURN TO CCNY’S CAMPUS

If you feel 
overwhelmed with 
the return to in-
person classes, you 
may have plenty of 
company at CCNY 
and other colleges 
in New York City. 

Many students are currently trying to figure 
out their self care plan, including the most 
effective ways to manage their workload.

Annisha, a sophomore at CCNY, suggests a 
personal reward system. Annisha said, “I tell 
myself if I do this homework assignment I’ll 
go out with my cousins, or if I study for a test 
I’ll watch some television.” She paused, “I 
actually don’t really deal with stress. I feel like 
I’m stressed all the time.” 

Students at CCNY, such as Adrian Barroso, 
found it easier to prepare for exams and 
assignments when classes were remote. A 
junior, Adrian said, “In person classes are 
more fast-paced, and, now, you actually have 
to study for exams and come prepared to 
class. I’m managing it by doing work right 
after class so I won’t be unprepared, and 
don't stress about it when the due date 
comes up.” 

Time management is more important than 
ever, because students can’t hide behind their 
zoom cameras anymore. The ability to work 
from the comfort of home offered students 
relief from the workload. Also, in-person 
classes took some time away. 

Transitioning from online classes to mostly in-
person classes has brought back the public 
transportation commute for many college 
students. The commute to campus varies for 

each student. Students from all boroughs 
study at CCNY, so everyone has their own 
trek to campus. Eve Salazar, a freshman 
student at Fordham University says, “It’s 
not so bad for me. It takes me about 30- to 
40-minutes to get to school. But my classes 
are mostly in the afternoon. I would never 
take a morning class.” 

Annisha said, “I knew it was gonna be hard. I 
live in Queens so it takes me almost 2 hours 
to get to and from school. I have to wake 
up early for 9:30am classes, which means I 
wake up at 5am or 5:30am, leave my house 
at 6:40am, and don't get to school till about 
8:25am. That's how it goes every morning. 
And it takes time away from studying.”

For some students, remote work allowed 
them to experience more autonomy over their 
work environments and schedule. According 
to consultancy Mckinsey & Co., “The return 
to in-person work and socialization for some 
in mid-2021 represents a major shift in daily 
experience… individuals may fear the next 
chapter of work will mean reduced autonomy 
and less supportive environments.” 

According to a study by MedAlertHelp about 
stress, “Burnout is recognized as a chronic 
condition by the World Health Organization.”  
Stress management tips that could help 
avoid burnout or alleviate it include getting 
enough sleep, setting your phone on “do not 
disturb” about an hour before bed to unwind, 
reading, meditating, and keeping a journal. 
These, and similarly stress-reducing practices, 
are vital to mental health. According to an 
Indeed study reported on by Forbes.com, 
“By taking even small steps each and every 
day, you’ll work toward restoring your mental, 
physical, and emotional strength.” 

BY DIANA SANCHEZ

Reprinted with permission from “The Campus” (Graphic by Timofey Guz) 

A STUDENT’S VIEW



LEWISOHN PROMPTS MEMORIES    OF SIGNIFICANT PAST TIMES  
ELENA POE will never forget her 1963 graduation at Lewisohn Stadium because a great 
orator honored the graduates with an address. “Martin Luther King spoke to the graduates. 
To this day I feel the inspiration of being in his presence and hearing him speak. Little did I 
know that his words that day were a prelude to his 'I Have a Dream' speech, which he gave 
three months later. When I tell people I heard MLK speak in person they are often amazed. 

For me, his memory is alive and well.”

JOSEPH LOPEZ FREIRE was there in '63 too. “Lewinsohn Stadium was where the class of '63 gathered for 
graduation and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. delivered a speech that inspired all of us. I am 85 years old, still 
practicing engineering, and grateful to CCNY and the City of New York which, at the time, funded the college— 
and enabled an immigrant from Cuba with limited financial resources to get an education.”

Upon entering the stadium for the first time, an impressed BOB WOLL asked, “Where do the 
lions come in?” He enjoyed summer concerts there, but the on-stage presence of Coretta and Martin 
Luther King at the '63 ceremony overwhelmed his other memories. “Graduation at Lewisohn was, 
of course, the Big Thing! The place was packed; I could hardly see Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and 
Coretta Scott King on the stage.”

After a pre-engineering program at Brooklyn College, SID KRIMSKY attended engineering, physics and language 
classes at CCNY uptown from 1956 to 1958. After class he joined other students and local residents enjoying 
concerts at Lewisohn Stadium. “I don't recall paying any fees to enter—I had a CCNY ID card. After school at the 
South Campus, I used to walk over to Lewisohn Stadium to hear great music and once heard Roberta Peters sing 
Carmen. The sound was great and she was magnificent.”

Many, including  ERNEST BUSINELLI, enjoyed background music while studying. “I remember doing my 
homework on the round table while the orchestra rehearsed. Immediately after our graduation at the Stadium (in 
1965), I joined the Peace Corps as a geologist with the Ghana Geological Survey.”
 
MARTIN STAHL, who still has 16 programs from his student days, has strong memories of concerts. “I heard 
pianist Van Cliburn a total of five times. I also attended a Stravinsky concert there in 1962, and three operas, and 
performances by Renata Tebaldi and Joan Sutherland. The most memorable night of all: Graduation on June 15, 
1955. The speakers were Gov. A. Harriman, Mayor R. Wagner, and an honorary doctorate to Dr. Jonas Salk, who 
had discovered the polio vaccine the month before.” 

LEO ROOS also remembers the concerts, as well as Salk at his graduation. “I remember 
listening to music from Lewisohn while working in the lab in Baskerville Hall with the 
windows open. Our rained-out 1961 graduation was there with Salk. We played soccer 
there, always covered in dirt, because there were no grass playing fields unless we got 
scheduled for Randall's Island. I also remember having lunch on Lewisohn's cement seats 
with my future wife, Sonya Rosenfeld, a junior at CCNY.”
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LEWISOHN PROMPTS MEMORIES    OF SIGNIFICANT PAST TIMES  
Some, like German language student MORT STERNHEIM '54, who sold beer during concerts, had to make their 
own music—although they were not music students. “I had some interesting professors, and we especially liked an 
older Jewish professor who held the class in the football stadium on a fine spring day. We were singing a German 
love song when the CCNY and West Point lacrosse teams started a game. 'Sing, sing,' he told us, 'and ignore the 
action.' At the last class, we presented him with a bottle of schnapps. He put on his yarmulka, said the blessing for 
wine, took a drink, and passed the bottle around.”

Outdoor classes in spring and the change of seasons at Lewisohn have stayed with KEN 
STARK, who graduated in 1956 with a BA in Mechanical Engineering. “In springtime, my 
German teacher, Prof. Susskind, would hold classes on the huge stone seats. It was hard to 
pay attention to class with all the activities on the field below!” 

June 1972 was the last graduation held at Lewisohn Stadium. HELENE MARTEL was a member of that 
graduating class. “Our honorary speakers were Herman Badillo, the first Puerto Rican Bronx President from my 
beloved home borough. And the speaker to grace us was none other than Coretta Scott King. It was an especially 
hot and humid June evening. My parents were beyond proud of their daughter’s accomplishment being one of the 
first in the family to have the opportunity to attend and graduate from college.” The following day, she and her 
family were amazed to see photos of the graduation in the NY Post newspaper which featured none other than a 
close-up of Ms. Martel!  

Helene Martel’s Commencement 

program.

The lacrosse team on the infamous dirt 

and rocks field at Lewisohn Stadium 

during a Lacrosse practice in May 1958. 

Courtesy of Bill Rodriguez. 

Young Bob Woll
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP PERKS

WHY YOU NEVER KNEW YOU NEEDED A TRAVEL AGENT

The world is open again and ready for 
travelers, but are you ready to navigate the 
fraught post-pandemic world of travel? To 
keep stress levels at a minimum, one of the 
best things to do when booking a major 
vacation, like a cruise or a land tour, is to 
hire a travel agent. As an Alumni Association 
member, you have access to TravelPerks, an 
agency respected by travel executives at 
Google and Microsoft for close to 20 years. 

Gary Smith, travel agent, travel expert, and 
owner of TravelPerks, said, “Most every 
country is open. They’ve all dropped 100% of 
the COVID-19 protocols. Now is the time to 
make the plans.” 

Smith advises that everyone reset their 
expectations of air travel. In other words, 
don’t expect pre-pandemic service. “Airlines 
just don’t care,” he said. “Nobody has control 
over the changes. The best thing to do is to 
be flexible, have patience, and good graces. 
Be nice.” 

Changes since the pandemic include less 
hotel room availability, fewer flights, and less 
space aboard cruise ships with more people 
competing for them. “You’re very mistaken 
if you think you can make a last-minute 
booking. Prices are going up. I’m already 
selling things into early 2025,” said Smith. 

Many alumni come to TravelPerks for 
assistance with the technological changes 

the 21st century has brought to travel—like the 
downloading of myriad apps from airlines, hotels, 
car rentals, cruise ships, theme parks, and other 
tourist locations. “That’s where having a travel 
agent really means getting a service. We hold your 
hands, and save you money,” said Smith. 

Smith and his agency know the travel industry 
inside out. TravelPerks is CLIA-certified, and won 
“Franchise of the Year,” the highest honor given 
out by Dream Vacations/Cruise One. The agency 
has won awards every year since 2012. Smith was 
named “Cruise Travel Agent of the Year” by CLIA, 
and even inducted into the CLIA Hall of Fame, the 
highest honor the cruise industry offers, voted on 
by cruise line executives. 

Sarah Giller and her husband used TravelPerks 
to organize a week-long trip to Maui from New 
York. Their requirements: a several day stop-
off in LA, use of a rental car. TravelPerks agent 
Matt Kim worked with them. “Everything was 
well-organized, especially given the COVID 
restrictions,” said Sarah. Matt returned her calls 
quickly, and sent all the necessary information 
in a timely manner. Despite her multitude of 
questions, Matt diligently answered them. “He 
was friendly and very knowledgeable,” said 
Sarah. “It’s my pleasure to recommend him.” 

“For two-plus years, people have lost 
their travel years. Life is shorter, nothing 

is guaranteed. You better do what you 
want to do.” 

-Gary Smith, TravelPerks

Married duo Gary and Theresa Smith of 
TravelPerks.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP PERKS

Despite the accolades, Smith is down-to-earth. 
He loves to travel, and he’s been there and 
done that. He knows what’s at stake for his 
clients, and takes the ethics of his commitment 
to his clients seriously. 

During the pandemic, Smith said that he 
and his fellow agents worked ceaselessly on 
behalf of their clients when all booked travel 
was canceled. They lobbied to get dollars 
back when most other agents and travelers 
had given up. “We had many thousands of 
reservations canceled, rescheduled (some 
many times), revised. We were successful 
in getting every single client the maximum 
available under whatever policy the cruise, 
resort, airline would allow, and, in some cases, 
got exceptions beyond the policy maximums. 
Most importantly, we were the ones spending 
hour after hour on hold fighting for our 
customers while they enjoyed our services 
at no cost to them, and while we were not 
being paid anything due to the cancellations. 
During the pandemic we kept just about 50% 
of our staff, which compares with the average 
company of just over 15%. It is reflected in our 
nothing but 5-Star Google reviews during that 
period of time,” explained Smith.

And travel insurance pays! 
Says Smith, “We were 
always pushing it. We see 
the people it saves. But 
people are more attuned to 
coverage now. Especially 
for quarantine coverage. 
Medicare doesn’t cover out 
of the country.”

He is adamant about keeping costs down 
for clients. One way they are able to do so is 
working through organizations like the Alumni 
Association. TravelPerks doesn’t spend a dime 
on advertising. “We guarantee great service, 
and a great price,” said Smith. “And the Alumni 
Association benefits from it as well. Even if it 
is a $3 commission, we still give a percentage,” 
said Smith. 

When asked about current trends, Smith 
reported that river cruising, which was one of 

the hottest tickets prior to the pandemic, has 
heated up again. “That’s really our specialty,” 
said Smith. Viking, considered to be the 
leader in river cruising, is strict with regards 
to discounting prices. Viking allows customers 
to purchase savings certificates for future 
cruises. TravelPerks acquires these certificates 
in many ways, “including from great customers 
who help support the program, and we give 
them to future Viking clients. We also rotate 
clients through Viking’s referral program where 
possible. We do the maximum allowed by them 
and then use vouchers to be totally unbeatable 
(for prices),” said Smith. 

And if TravelPerks can’t lower the price, 
they offer onboard spending money, below 
market-priced specialty dinners, free perks 
like included tips, and even cash bonuses. “Of 
course, time is money, so our service saves 
clients tons in that respect. Our bottom line is 
extra value,” said Smith. “We simply take every 
opportunity to provide the greatest service 
and savings possible. That is what you want 
from an agent.”

“Deals can be found. If people have 
a short lead time, there are still great 

prices out there.”  
-Gary Smith, TravelPerks

Theresa and Gary love to travel, and know 
how to get the best for their clients.
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ALUMNI GIVING

(CSOM), which opened in 2016 to educate 
minority and disadvantaged students.

Founding educational programs, schools and 
research foundations has been just one specialty 
of this revered biochemist and educator whose 
science focused on the structure and function 
of living cell membranes and lipids. He set up 
CSOM as an expansion of City College’s Sophie 
Davis School of Biomedical Education—which 
Haines and CCNY President Robert Marshak had 
founded in 1973. This was a unique seven-year 
BS/MD program which integrated undergraduate 
education with the first two years of medical 
school. Haines was a teacher and Director of 
Biochemistry there for 35 years. 

During  his years 
as a CCNY student, 
Haines earned a 
BS in chemistry 
(’57) and his MS 
in education (’59). 
After graduation, 
Haines was a lab 
assistant at the 

Boyce Thompson Institute studying Ochromonas 
Danica—a micro-organism for which he later 
named the Danica Foundation that he set up 
to fund research in science and economics. In 
1964 he obtained his Ph.D. in chemistry from 
Rutgers University, became Assistant Professor 
of Chemistry at CCNY, then Professor (1972 
-2007). Simultaneously, he taught as Professor 
of Biochemistry in the Doctoral Program at the 
Graduate Center of CUNY and, over the years, 
served as visiting professor at other universities. 

Haines and Cleveland have 
a daughter, Avril Danica 
Haines, who is a lawyer 
and senior government 
official. She is the first 
woman to serve in the role 
of the Director of National 

Intelligence in the Biden administration, and 
previously worked in the Obama administration.

THOMAS HAINES AND POLLY CLEVELAND: MANY WAYS OF 
GIVING BACK

Throughout his life, Thomas Haines has found 
extraordinary ways to give back to CCNY since 
graduating with chemistry and education 
degrees in the late 1950s. Together with his 
wife, the economist Polly Cleveland, thousands 
of students at CCNY—and elsewhere—have 
benefited from their generosity and vision.

Most recently, the CCNY Professor Emeritus 
of Chemistry and Biochemistry and his wife 
granted $180,00 to the Alumni Association 
in 2020, enabling it to better manage its 
database for the three years ending 2023. 
The Association was able to hire a database 
manager, and David Covington, executive 
director of the Alumni Association, called 
it a “transformative gift” that allows the 
Association to fund the salary of a “critical 
staff member’s salary.” For Covington, what 
Haines and Cleveland gifted “serves as a real 
example of what the alumni association is all 
about—alumni supporting alumni.” 

Last year Haines was acknowledged for his 
lifetime of insightful teaching, research and 
publications, when he was inducted into the 
American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, having been elected a Fellow in 2020 
for setting up the CUNY School of Medicine 

Polly Cleveland and Thomas Haines
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CCNY TURNS 175 WITH $1B ENDOWMENT 
CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF

The City College of New York kicked off its 175th 
anniversary celebration at the College’s 16th annual 
Presidential Awards Gala by launching a campaign to 
triple its endowment to $1 billion over the next 10 years. 
“The Campaign for City College: Doing Remarkable Things 
Together” was announced by City College President Vincent 
Boudreau before an audience of more than 200 people 
gathered in the Great Hall of Shepard Hall on May 6. 

“We rededicate ourselves to serving the historic vision 
bequeathed to us, and to embark on a new challenge to 
secure our future,” said Boudreau. Increasing the existing 
endowment will lay the foundation for continuing success 
by supporting creative scholarships, internships, fellowships, 
and entrepreneurship initiatives, and upgrading physical 
facilities. These ambitions will also help to expand the 
College’s world-class research profile.

“This is a huge undertaking, and requires all of us at City to 
work together. We know this is aspirational, but it's no less 
than the college deserves,” said Vice President of the Office 
of Institutional Advancement and Communications Dee Dee 
Mozeleski. She also serves as the Executive Director of the 
Foundation for City College.

“Two key elements of this campaign are to enhance 
academic excellence and to improve the student 
experience,” said Martin Cohen, ’70, chairman and co-
founder of investment firm Cohen & Steers, Inc. and the 
Board Chair of the Foundation for City College, Inc., which 
oversees the campaign. The goal being to secure public 
education for generations of future students. 

Membership dues are 
the lifeblood of the 
Alumni Association. 
However dues alone 
cannot sustain all 
the Association’s 
operations, community 
programs and 
scholarships - so we rely 
on members’ generosity. 

Scholarships and/or 
stipends are a popular 
way to donate. With 
tuition costs rising 
every year, Alumni 
Association scholarships 
and stipends help 
students complete 
degrees, feeding 
the CCNY engine 
that is recognised 
for promoting social 
mobility amongst its 
graduates. 

We award over 50  
scholarships/stipends, 
valued at  $86,000-plus 
annually. While we are 
proud of this, it is not 
nearly enough! There 
are many more students 
needing our support. 

The Alumni 
Association is a 501(c)3 
organization. All 
donations, restricted 
and unrestricted, are 
100% tax-deductible. 
Learn more at www.
ccnyalumni.org/donate.

FIND YOUR WAY 
TO GIVE BACK TO 
CCNY’S ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
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The City Tutor’s recently announced partnership 
with the Alumni Association is another way 
in which alumni give back to the school via 
mentorship to students. The partnership is part 
of the popular City Mentors program which is an 
initiative providing on-demand access to industry 
insiders for college students and alums across 
NYC neighborhoods. 

CCNY Alumni Association Executive Director 
David Covington says “The Alumni Association is 
proud to be partnering with The City Tutors’ City 
Mentors program, originally founded at CCNY. 
It is an ideal partnership—as both organizations 
are committed to supporting current students 
and alumni, from historically underrepresented 
communities, with a robust, one-on-one 
mentoring program designed to help the mentee 
become the best possible version of themselves.” 

As of today, City Mentors has over 600 mentors 
from across popular industries including tech, 
legal, marketing, HR, economics, healthcare, 
science, social work, and therapy. In support of 
the City Mentors Program, the Alumni Association 
gives students access to CCNY alumni that 
The City Tutors connects with CCNY students 
wherever possible, and with other CUNY students 
if no CCNY student is on the waiting list. 

“Having been a mentor to many individuals in 
my own law firm, I can confirm that the benefits 
to the mentor are as wonderful as the benefits 
to the mentee. The past and present role of 
City College, as an engine of upward social and 
economic mobility, affords the mentor with a 
critical opportunity to give back to the College 
and its students,” stated mentor, CCNY graduate 
and Alumni Association member Lawrence 
Greengrass.

PARTNERSHIP BRINGS MORE MENTOR ACCESS TO STUDENTS 

In support of the CUNY community, this 
collaboration provides the space and support 
system for those in need to focus on their 
professional growth. Mentees can step in and 
out of the program whenever they need to, and 
request to meet with as many mentors as they’d 
like. The program also works in complement 
to more long form mentorship programs and 
industry pipeline programs found in CUNY. 
Through City Mentors, students and alums can 
network with professionals, obtain resume and 
professional document revisions, expert analysis 
on industry sectors, and internship and job 
search assistance.

“This partnership with the Alumni Association 
[of CCNY] is very meaningful for us. As an 
organization, we incubated at the Colin Powell 
School and continue to this day to serve 
Colin Powell School students with both their 
academics and professional development. 
On the leadership side, we are products of 
CCNY. It recognizes the deep commitment 
CCNY instills in its graduates to give back to 
the institution that has empowered them. We 
would not be here if not for this school. For 
some of us, including myself, this was the only 
school we applied to,” states Executive Director 
Garri Rivkin. “Through these mentorship 
conversations, we hope students feel more 
confident in themselves and what opportunities 
they want to pursue.” 

Since March 2020, the City Mentors program 
provides CCNY and CUNY students both 
opportunities to do self-paced mentoring, and 
to attend events throughout the year. In 2021, 
City Mentors served over 1,000 students, and 
in 2022 the program is on track to double that 
number.  City Mentors is sponsored by and runs 
events with Bloomberg, Citi, Sidley Austin LLP, 
Shearman & Sterling, Paramount, and AIG.

City Tutors is a homegrown CCNY nonprofit that 
expands equitable, no-cost volunteer tutoring 
and mentoring support for all CUNY students 
and alums.  

If you are interested in learning more about the 
City Mentors program or becoming a mentor, 
visit www.thecitytutors.org/mentorship. 
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CCNY SCHOOLS / DIVISIONS

DIVISION OF
HUMANITIES & THE ARTS
Mike Holober, the renowned City 
College of New York music professor 
and Grammy Award nominee, is 
the recipient of the 2022 Andrew 
Imbrie Award in Music from the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Letters. The award, which comes with 
$10,000, recognizes “a composer of 
demonstrated artistic merit in mid-
career.” Holober, and 17 other noted 
recipients of various music awards 
from the Academy of Arts and Letters, 
were honored at the Academy’s 
Ceremonial on May 18. 

THE DIVISION OF SCIENCE 
The Division of Science celebrated 
the “Week of Science” in April 
with a bevy of events, including 
a student-led virtual tour of the 
Center for Discovery and Innovation, 
a documentary film viewing of 
“Picture a Scientist,” an in-person 
Sustainability Fair, a sold-out in-
person planetarium show, a virtual 
happy hour trivia night, an in-person 
student book group, and a Science + 
Art Photo contest. The highlight of 
the program was the in-person honors 
bestowed on Distinguished Alumna 
Dr. Jing-Mei Hsu, Biology ’95. 
 
THE GROVE SCHOOL OF  
ENGINEERING 

Following a 
nationwide search, 
interim dean 
Alexander Couzis is 
now the permanent 

dean of The Grove School of 
Engineering. Dr. Alex Couzis came 
to CCNY in 1994 as an assistant 
professor of chemical engineering. He 
rose through the ranks to full professor 

in 2004, when he became the Herbert 
G. Kayser Professor of Chemical 
Engineering. He served as department 
chair from 2008-2013. Couzis went 
on leave for five years to join clean 
energy company Urban Electric Power. 
He returned to CCNY in 2018. 

THE BERNARD & ANNE 
SPITZER SCHOOL OF 
ARCHITECTURE 
Historian and licensed architect 

Marta Gutman was 
appointed dean of 
the school in May. 
Gutman joined 
CCNY in 2004, and 
has served as interim 

dean since August 2021. She teaches 
architectural and urban history at 
both Spitzer and the CUNY Graduate 
Center. She is a prolific author, and 
the 2021 recipient of the Catherine W. 
Bishir Prize.  

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Students from the Graduate Program 
in Educational Theater performed at 
the Harlem Children’s Theatre Festival 
in May. They entertained young 
audiences as part of their culmination 
event. Students created three different 
shows based on children’s books. 
Special guests included members from 
CAT Youth Theater, the Repertory 
Company High School for Theater 
Arts, and PS161 in Harlem. The event 
was provided free to the community.

COLIN POWELL SCHOOL
FOR CIVIC AND GLOBAL 
LEADERSHIP 
Professor Rajan Menon, the Anne 
and Bernard Spitzer Chair in Political 
Science at CCNY, published two 
pieces on the growing tensions 

between the United 
States and Russia over 
NATO and Ukraine. 
In, “Responsible 
Statecraft,” a 
publication of the 

Quincy Institute, Menon discusses 
President Biden’s negotiations with 
Russia. In the “Los Angeles Times,” 
Menon assesses the methods the US 
might take to de-escalate the tensions. 

DIVISION OF 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
AT THE CENTER FOR WORKER 
EDUCATION
Renotti Alexander, ’96, is the new 
interim president of the CWE Affiliate 
group of the Alumni Association.  

CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Marcus Mosley is the first recipient 
of the James McCune Smith, MD 
Medical Student Award. The award 
honors the legacy of James McCune 

Smith, MD, the first 
African American 
medical doctor in the 
United States. The 
award was established 
to recognize talented 
young people who 
hold promise as 

healthcare leaders committed to 
addressing health disparities. Marcus, 
a Rudin Fellow, has also pursued 
graduate study in narrative medicine 
at Columbia University, and engaged 
in multiple research experiences with 
CSOM faculty.
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ATHLETICS NEWS

Q: How did it come about that the 
women's lacrosse team was started 
at CCNY? Were there many young 
women asking for there to be a team?
A: When I took over as head coach of 
the men's lacrosse club in the spring 
of 2020, six women signed up to play, 
and we welcomed them to the team. 
The two versions of the sport are very 
different, and while the young women 
enjoyed themselves playing the men's 
game, a number of the students wanted 
to play the version of the game they 
had played in high school. COVID-19 
(and the pandemic) derailed any effort 
to continue our men's season or start a 
women's program that year, but the idea 
of starting a women's lacrosse team at 
CCNY was born. Fast forward to January 
of 2022 and our return to campus, and 
four of the original six women were still 
enrolled at CCNY and still interested in 
lacrosse. We sent out emails. Students 
recruited other students to join up. The 
momentum we needed to make women's 
lacrosse a reality at CCNY was beginning 
to build. I was impressed with the 
amount of interest we got right off the 
bat, and knew this was something that 
could work at City.

Q: How long did it take for the team 
to come together?
A: The team came together pretty 
quickly during the early days of the 
spring 2022 semester, and while there 
was legwork done in the fall and two 
years prior, a lot of the effort could only 
take place once everyone returned to 
in-person learning. Our students were 
obviously excited to be back on campus 
but lacrosse provided a great additional 
opportunity to meet new people, make 
new friends, and get involved in a fun 
extracurricular activity.

Q: How many players are on the team?
A: We had over 30 students express 
interest in the team this past spring, and 
15 young women followed through, 
got medically cleared to participate in 
only a month, practiced regularly, and 
eventually played a game against NYU. 
Only 6 or 7 of the students on the team 
had previous lacrosse experience, so it 
was really rewarding as a coach to see 
these young women teaching each other 
the game and helping me out all season 
long. We may have lost to NYU in our 
first ever game, but the students gave 
a great effort and I saw a lot of smiles. 

This spring provided a great foundation, 
and next year we are looking to grow 
the team, shooting for 20-to 30-plus  
students on the women's roster.

Q: Are there any major differences 
between men's lacrosse and women's 
lacrosse?
A: There are a lot of differences 
between men's and women's lacrosse. 
Here are a few examples: The sticks 
are different, as men's sticks have a 
much deeper pocket to hold the ball. 
The men also wear a lot more padding, 
and play with more physical contact. 
Entire rule sets are different because 
of the contact issue. I could go on and 
on about the differences between the 
two games, as there are so many, but 
the truly important aspects of both 
versions of the sport are the same—you 
play to the best of your abilities, you 
play as a team, and you try to put the 
ball in the goal more times than your 
opponent. If you don't succeed in out-
scoring your opponent, you remain 
thankful that you're able to play the 
game at all, play with a clear mind, and 
keep working at it. In that sense, there 
is absolutely no difference.

WOMEN’S LACROSSE MAKES ‘HERSTORY’ AT CCNY

The City College of New York lacrosse program 
made history on a Sunday afternoon in May, 
competing in the first-ever women's lacrosse 
game in school history against New York 
University at Randall's Island. Head Coach 
Connor Wilson led the Beavers as they faced 
off against the Violets in a friendly 7-on-7 
match, dropping a 12-0 decision. Despite 
the loss, it’s a celebration of the momentous 
occasion for CCNY and women’s lacrosse. 

We've asked Coach Wilson a few questions about 
the team.

Head Coach Connor Wilson with the first ever 
women’s lacrosse team at CCNY. 
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A revitalization is underway at the City College Center for 
the Arts. An injection of pandemic recovery money helped 
the Center through the tough times of COVID-19 and 
quarantine.    

“When we were closed, we worked harder than ever before 
to take advantage of recovery money and to fundraise. 
We got a recovery grant from Senator Chuck Shumer and 
the Small Business Association. It sustained us. It was very, 
very helpful,” said Gregory Shanck, managing director of 
the Center for the Arts. That grant ends this June.
 
New ways to raise money was the impetus behind an 
art auction. The Center and Christie’s held their first 
collaborative exhibition and silent auction in late March 
and early April. Thirty works of art by 27 artists were 
exhibited and auctioned off to benefit the Youth Arts 
Empowerment Program which provides neighborhood 
students access to creative programming. The artists all 
had connections with City College and the Center. 

During the pandemic, the closure of Aaron Davis Hall, 
and the switch to streaming, was not an easy one for the 
Center. “Virtual programming caught us off-guard. We 
didn’t have the equipment. The recovery grant helped us 
to purchase the equipment and now we are prepared,” 
said Shanck.  

Other recent programming included the CUNY Jazz 
Festival 2022 featuring Sheila Jordan in May. Master 
classes, student concerts and jam sessions were held for 
the first time since 2019.

This is also the first time that the Center participated in 
the Homecoming Comedy Show, in partnership with the 

CITY COLLEGE CENTER FOR THE ARTS PUTS NEW FUNDS 
TO GREAT USE

Alum Kevin "Dotcom" Brown hosted the 
Homecoming Comedy Show in May. 

Alumni Association, in May. The show was 
curated and hosted by City College alumni 
Kevin “Dotcom” Brown, known for his role 
on NBC’s “30 Rock.” Comedians Dean 
Edwards (“Saturday Night Live”), Justin 
Williams, a CWE Professor, and Jocelyn 
Chia performed. 

Idile Sounds of Jazz and Orishas with 
Melvis Santa was also held in May. The 
Center partnered with the National Jazz 
Museum of Harlem for this event.
 
In the fall, a very special theatrical 
production comes to Aaron Davis Hall. 
An original musical, “Marian,” will be 
staged. Broadway-bound, the production 
is a collaboration with Liquid Theatre 
Collective. “Marian” is the story of 
legendary Black opera singer Marian 
Anderson. Information about dates and 
ticket availability is forthcoming.  
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Ben Ferencz, ’40, is the 
last living Nuremberg 
prosecutor who worked to 
hold Nazi war criminals 
accountable for their 
actions during World War 
Two and the Holocaust. 
He turned 102 in March. 
Now living in Florida, 

Ferencz’s congresswoman, Lois Frankel is working 
on a bill with the International Association of 
Prosecutors to award him the Congressional 
Gold Medal. The bill has bipartisan support, but 
the “New York Daily News”called on all eight 
New York Republicans and four missing New 
York Democrats to sign on for the post-war hero 
who had settled in New Rochelle. 

Returning to the states after the Nuremberg 
trial, Ferencz became an advocate for the 
creation of the International Criminal Court, 
which is now prosecuting war crimes in the 
Russia-Ukraine conflict. During a United 
Nations vote condemning Russia in March, 
Ukrainian Ambassador quoted Ferencz calling 
for “law not war.”

Born in Transylvania in 1920, he moved to the 
US as a child to flee anti-semitic violence. He 
attended Townsend Harris High School and 
City College before entering law school and then 
became a private in General George Patton’s army.

After the war, Ferencz worked as chief 
Nuremberg prosecutor of the top officials of 
the Nazi Einsatzgruppen, the death squads that 
murdered over one million Jews in the Soviet 
Union. Of the 24 prosecutions, Ferencz won 22 
convictions and saw four of the war criminals 
hanged including the man responsible for the 
massacre of 33,771 Jews in Kyiv, Ukraine.

BEN FERENCZ, AT 102, SUBJECT 
OF BILL FOR CONGRESSIONAL 
MEDAL 

MCCREARY LEGENDS AWARD GOES TO 
RADIO JOURNALIST JANE TILLMAN IRVING

Jane Tillman Irving, BA 
’69, was honored by 
the Greater New York 
Chamber of Commerce at 
its Black History Legends 
Breakfast in February. She 
received the Bill McCreary 
Legends Award, named 
for the pioneering Channel 
5 newsman who spent 
more than 30 years at the 
network and passed away 

in May. Irving was a trailblazing journalist who became 
the first black female reporter at WCBS 880 in 1972, 
working there until her retirement in 2018. The veteran 
radio journalist was heralded at the breakfast along with 
Bronx Borough President Vanessa Gibson, top Mayor 
Eric Adams advisor Ingrid Lewis-Martin, and nurse 
Sandra Lindsay, the first person in the United States to 
receive a COVID-19 vaccine. The event, held at the Hard 
Rock Cafe, was attended by Sen. Chuck Schumer and 
featured a video message from Gov. Kathy Hochul.

Dr. Michael M. Baden, BS ’55, offered his services in 
an independent autopsy of Patrick Lyoya, a 26-year-
old Black refugee from the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo who Baden determined was shot in the 
back of the head by police in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
The 87-year-old recipient of the City College Alumni 
Association’s Townsend Harris Medal in 2019 served as 
New York City’s chief medical examiner in the 1970s, 
and helped investigate the assasination of President 
John F. Kennedy, the O.J. Simpson trial, the shooting 
of Michael Brown, the death of George Floyd, and the 
death of financier and convicted child predator Jeffrey 
Epstein in prison. 

Frank Serpico known for taking on police corruption, 
and the 1973 Al Pacino film based on his life, finally 
received the NYPD’s Medal of Honor after Mayor Eric 
Adams intervened on his behalf. Fifty years of hostility 
between the 85-year-old Serpico and the department 
came to an end with an awarding of the proper medal 
and accompanying certificate, withheld from the 
whistleblower after he was shot in the face entering a 
Brooklyn drug den. 
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Sekhar Prabhakar, MS ’93, founded 
CEdge Software Consultants in 2004 
and has grown the IT company into a 
leading federal, state, and commercial 
contractor throughout the United 
States. The St. Louis-based firm was 
named one of the 50 most trustworthy 
companies of the year in 2020 by “The 
Silicon Review,” and Prabhaker was 
named one of “Industry Tech Outlook” 
magazine’s most inspiring CEOs to 
watch in 2020. A philanthropist as 
well as a tech executive, Prabhakar 
serves on the boards of tech charities, 
research centers, education nonprofits, 
and community health charitable 
organizations, including one that 
distributes resources in St. Louis to 
combat COVID-19. He also serves 
as the co-chair of the United States 
Geospatial Intelligence Foundation’s 
small business advisory working group.

IT LEADER PRABHAKAR’S 
CEDGE RECEIVES 
ACCOLADES AS IT GROWS 

CRAIN’S NOTABLE BLACK LEADERS LIST INCLUDES 
ALUMNI BLACKWELL 

Troy Blackwell Jr., BA ’17, was named to 
Crain’s New York’s Business 2022 Notable 
Black Leaders list. The one-time City 
Council candidate who worked on the 2020 
successful election campaign of President 
Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris 
has turned his focus to voter registration, and 
encouraging young people of color to vote 
through his organization, Ready for Change. 

Through his work, Blackwell engages the city’s youth with 
discussions of climate change, mental health, criminal justice 
reform, and youth employment. 

ALUM TEACHING CLASSES

David Enriquez, BA Art ’21, is the teaching artist-in-residence at 
the Hudson River Museum in Yonkers for Spring 2022. In this role, 
Enriquez will examine the work of Frida Kahlo and other Mexican 
artisans through workshops all spring. Drawing on his experiences 
and Oaxacan background, Enriquez primarily focuses on the 
artistic legacy of the colonial period in Latin America. The painter 
and sculptor graduated summa cum laude from City College, 
where he won the James R. Steers Prize in Art.

Sana Musasama, BA ’73, will teach an 
advanced ceramics class during the Fall 
2022 semester at the New School’s Parsons 
School of Design. The course will focus on a 
range of concepts, traditions, and techniques 
in ceramics and sculptures. Musasama, 
winner of the 2018 Achievement Award 
from the National Council on Education for 
the Ceramic Arts for her years of teaching 
and humanitarian work with sex trafficking 
victims in Cambodia, centers her work on 
the lives of little girls in a world that exposes 
them to war, child marriages, displacement, 
and harmful ritualistic practices.

Steven Stark-Riemer, BA ‘72, is teaching a course for Albany’s 
B’nai Sholom Reform Congregation on the Jewish diasporas in 
the East and the West, examining the geological, language, and 
cultural divides that defined the two groups. At City College, 
Stark-Reimer studied archeology and anthropology, leading to a 
career of scientific study of the biblical world and excavations in 
Israel and the Middle East. 
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ALUMS PROMOTED IN NYC

Yokarina Durate, BA ’14, 
received a promotion 
within New York City’s 
Emergency Management 
Department to chief of staff 
for commissioner Zach Iscol, 
an appointee of Mayor Eric 
Adams. Durate first joined 
the department in 2015, 
working in intergovernmental 
affairs and, eventually, 

directing that office. She expanded the agency’s 
outreach to the 225 elected officials serving New 
York City, and helped manage the response to 
many emergencies faced by New York City during 
her tenure. “This agency is filled with remarkable 
women who lead and help make a difference in 
the lives of New Yorkers every day,” Iscol said, 
announcing her promotion in March. “I am thrilled 
to welcome Yokarina Duarte to our executive 
leadership team.”

Taylor Harper, M.Arch ’14, joined Small Door 
veterinary as head of development. The 
membership-based, technology-centered 
veterinary practice based in New York City 
praised Taylor for his “leadership experience and 
proven track record in transitioning fast-growing, 
category-defining startups to professional 
enterprises,” with CEO Josh Guttman saying 
Taylor’s addition to the team “will allow us to 
continue to maintain our ambitious growth plans 
over the coming months to further expand our 
footprint and market reach.” Before joining Small 
Door in April, the Spritzer School of Architecture 
alum spent five years at WeWork, serving in a 
variety of roles in the office space provider’s 
international divisions, including as design director 
in India and director of global technical design.

Olufunmilola F. Obe, BS ’93, was promoted 
from deputy chief to assistant chief and named 
Borough Commander Patrol Borough Manhattan 
North by NYPD Police Commissioner Keechant 
Sewell as part of a leadership overhaul under new 
Mayor Eric Adams. Obe previously served as the 
commanding officer of the department’s school 
safety division. She first joined the force in June 
1992 while studying for her computer science 

degree at City College. 
She served in precincts in 
Manhattan and the Bronx 
over the course of her 
career, including in the 
police commissioner’s 
office. Before heading the 
school safety division of 
the NYPD, Obe was the 
precinct commander at 
precincts in the Upper 
East Side, Harlem, and 
Washington Heights.

In 2015, Obe became the first African police 
inspector in the history of the NYPD. She moved to 
the United States from Lagos, Nigeria as a child. “I 
hope being a female executive helps inspire other 
women to say, ‘If she can do it, so can I,’” Obe said 
in 2021. 

ALUMS IN ACADEMIA 

Zahra Banyamerian, MA 
’22, received a prestigious 
curatorial internship with Vilcek 
Foundation, an organization 
that honors and highlights 
the “immigrant contributions 
in the U.S. and fosters 
appreciation of the arts and 
sciences." Banyamerian is 
the senior program officer 
for the NY Foundation for 

the Arts’ Learning, Leadership Initiatives, and 
Curatorial Affairs department. The painter and 
printmaker from Iran is known for her curations of 
contemporary art from the Middle East.

Ethel Goodstein-Murphree, B.Arch ’75, 
received the Association of Collegiate Schools 
of Architecture’s 2022 Distinguished Professor 
Award, recognizing her for her “positive, 
stimulating and nurturing influence upon 
students.” The award also recognizes her for 
having produced a body of work that advances 
understanding of architecture and/or architectural 
education. The professor of architecture, historian, 
and associate dean at the University of Arkansas’s 
Fay Jones School of Architecture and Design has 
taught at the school since 1992.
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CCNY ALUM WORKING IN MEDIA

Chris Cimino, BS ’83, joined 
PIX11 News as a meteorologist 
and lifestyle correspondent, 
the network announced in 
January. The veteran New York 
broadcaster with more than 
30 years of newsmaking under 
his belt has won four Emmys 
and earned an American 

Meteorological Society Television Seal of Approval. 
Beyond his meteorology, Cimino has interviewed 
entertainment legends including Sir. Elton John, 
Halley Berry, and baseball star Whitey Ford. “We are 
absolutely thrilled to have Chris join the PIX11 News 
Team,” said Nicole Tindiglia, WPIX-TV News Director, 
when announcing the hire. “He is well known and 
respected by viewers in the Tri-State, who recognize 
his strong values and commitment to journalism.” 
Previously, Cimino worked for WNBC’s Today 
in New York, and subbed in for Al Roker on the 
national network’s the TODAY show, as well as on 
the weekend version of the flagship program. While 
on hiatus between joining PIX11 and departing NBC 
in 2019, Cimino traveled the world and hosted a 
podcast “Middle Age Warriors.” He continues to 
host the podcast on the Bleav network, recording 
episodes with authors, comedians, musicians, 
television hosts, and travel experts.

Lourdes Guillen, BA ’17, was promoted to a line 
producer role on NBC’s TODAY show after working 
as a segment producer since 2019. The longtime 
television pro previously worked for CNN and on 
ABC’s The View. 

Katie Herchenroeder, BA ’19, landed a reporter-
researcher role at the New Republic, where she 
fact checks and helps report articles for the 
magazine. The international studies and sociology 
double major—with a minor in journalism—went 
on to study international journalism at the Craig 
Newmark Graduate School of Journalism at CUNY 
after her time at City College.

Bahmjot Kaur, BA ’21, joined NBC Asian America 
as a NBCU Academy embed, a fellows program 
in partnership with City College. She writes about 
Asian American history, culture, and the issues 
facing the community today.

Dalia Saavedra, BA ’20, moved over from 
Telemundo 47 to PIX11 to work as a production 
assistant. At Telemundo, she worked on the 
network’s consumer investigative unit and 
was awarded a New York Emmy Award for her 
reporting. While at City College, Saavedra devoted 
her time to SAME TV, where she launched two 
segments: “SAME News” and “SAME Creates.” 

Terence Samuel, BA 
’84, was named the 
acting vice president and 
executive editor of NPR 
after previously serving 
as managing editor for 
news. As managing editor 
he oversaw daily aspects 
across all of the public radio 
network’s newsroom teams 
and guided coverage of the 
biggest stories reported on 
by NPR. The bachelor’s in 

English and journalism graduate from City College 
has had a long and successful journalism career 
including as deputy national political editor at the 
Washington Post and as deputy editor at TheRoot.
com. Over his 30-year career, Samuel has been a 
Washington correspondent for “U.S. News & World 
Report,” the “St. Louis Post-Dispatch,” and the 
“Philadelphia Inquirer.” He began his career at the 
famed alt-weekly “The Village Voice.” Samuel has 
authored a book, “The Upper House: A Journey 
Behind the Closed Doors of the United States 
Senate,” and was featured in the collection “Best 
American Political Writing of 2009.” The veteran 
newsman is a professor of journalism at Princeton 
University, and also serves on the board of the 
National Press Foundation. 

Did you participate in ROTC at CCNY? 
Want to share your memories with other 
alumni? Send your remembrances to 
alumnus@ccnyalumni.org. Please be 
aware we may edit them for clarity and 
length.
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Mikhal Dekel, MA ’96, was 
named in February the CUNY 
Distinguished Professor of English at 
City College by the City University 
of New York Board of Trustees, 
who praised her “internationally 
renowned career, scholarship and 
teaching of the highest caliber.” 
She also launched an expanded 
paperback edition of her award-
winning book “Tehran Children,” 
which follows the story of her father 
and a quarter million Polish Jews 
who survived the Holocaust and 
forced labor camps in the Soviet 
Union by fleeing to the Middle East 
and Central Asia. The new edition 
of the book, renamed "In The East" 
and published by W.W. Norton, 
has nearly 100 more pages than 
the first edition hardcover version, 
and was heralded by the “New York 
Times Book Review” as “not simply 
another detail of the Holocaust but 
a matter of enduring existential, 
psychological and moral reflection.” 
Dekel, an internationally renowned 
scholar, is City College’s Stuart Z. 
Katz Professor in the Humanities 
& the Arts and current chair of the 
English Department. 

NEW EDITION OF 
“TEHRAN CHILDREN” 
BY CUNY DISTINGUISHED 
PROFESSOR  

BOOKS WRITTEN BY ALUM

Blair Fell published his debut novel “The Sign for Home” about the 
relationship between a young, straight, deaf and blind Jeohvah’s 
Witness and his older gay American Sign Langauge interpreter, 
drawing from his own experience as an ASL interpreter. The “Los 
Angeles Times” called the novel “riveting” and the American 
Booksellers Association said it was “a much needed, refreshing 
read.” 

Kim Fielding won the BookLife Fiction Prize for her romance 
novel “Fairview.” It is the first book in the romance genre to win 
the prize. The book received 10 out of 10s in every category 
judged by BookLife and “Publishers Weekly,” including for plot, 
originality, prose, and character development. Depicting a land of 
wizards, dragons, and magical wonders, the win for “Fairview” was 
“an especially sweet victory because, traditionally, romance has 
gotten such a bad rap,” said Fielding. 

Maryann Jacob Macias, BA ’99, released her 
debut children’s picture book “Téo’s Tutu,” which 
examines gender roles, and being authentic 
to your true self. The book received a starred 
review from “Kirkus Reviews” hailing it as a 
“gender-affirming picture book with a lovable, 
indomitable star,” and was named one of 
Amazon’s Best Books of 2021 for 3-5 year olds.

Mike Saunders, ’75, published a new book drawing on his time 
as a trainer for the New York Knicks. In “Life Sentence,” Saunders 
collected the best motivational quotes and stories he heard during 
his career working alongside NBA greats like Bernard King from 
1978 to 2005.  
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30s| DR. MORTIMER J. COHEN, BS ’36, died on December 
8, 2021. He was 105. At City College, he played violin 

in the orchestra. He then graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania Dental School and joined the army, spending World 
War II as a dentist in Antigua. For decades, he ran an Upper West 
Side dental practice, and moved to Passaic to raise his family. He 
is survived by Gilda Liberman, his son Jay, nieces and nephews, 
and grandnieces and grandnephews.  

40s|LILLIAN LEE PORT died on January 10, 2022. She was 
97. Port attended City College and edited the student 

newspaper before graduating as valedictorian of Brooklyn Law 
School in 1952. While raising a family in the Bay 
Area in California, Lee volunteered at her local 
temple, the American Jewish Congress, and for 
the Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County. Once 
her children were adults, she joined the San Mateo 
district attorney’s office where she worked for 25 
years, representing school districts throughout 
the county. She taught law at San Francisco 
State University and wrote a textbook used by 

educator administrative credential programs across California. 
She is survived by her children Penny, Jerri, and Andrew, five 
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

MELVIN V. SIMPSON, BS CHEMISTRY, ’42, died on January 31, 
2022. He was 100. Born in the Bronx, he was a proud graduate 
of City College with many fond memories of his years there. He 
strongly believed CCNY to be an exceptional institution that 
allowed New York City students like himself to obtain a high 
quality education. 

HOWARD SOLOMON, BA ’49, died on 
January 8, 2022 in Bedford Hills, N.Y. He 
was 94. A pharmaceutical executive who 
avoided antidepressants until his eldest 
son fell into a depression in 1994, and a 
Danish drug helped him emerge from it. 
In 1998, Solomon began selling the drug 
in the United States under the name 
Celexa, earning his company billions. Born 
in the Bronx, to a Romanian immigrant 
in 1927, Solomon served in the Army 
before graduating from CCNY with a BA 

in history in 1949. He went on to graduate from Yale Law School 
in 1952, and specialized in corporate law. He joined the board of 
Forest Labs. Later, in 1977, he ran the company. Solomon retired 
in 2013, and formed a family investment firm with one of his sons. 
He is survived by his wife, Sarah, his sons Andrew and Daniel, and 
five grandchildren.

EDWARD SHELDON PLOTKIN, CE ’53, MCE ’56, ScD ’19, died on April 21, 2022 in 
Silver Spring, MD. He was 89. Born in the Bronx, Plotkin earned two degrees from City College 
in the 1950s: a BA in civil engineering and a MA in civil engineering. He served in the U.S. Army. 
from 1954 to 1956. In 1966, he received an MBA in engineering management from CUNY 
Baruch School of Business.

Plotkin had a long and successful career in heavy construction and tunneling, managing the 63rd 
Street crosstown subway section beneath Central Park, two subway stations in Washington, D.C., 
and another in Boston. He also oversaw the completion of 13 miles of a water tunnel between a 
reservoir and Yonkers and Queens, winding its way underneath three boroughs and two rivers. 
Living most of his adult life in Dobbs Ferry, NY, Plotkin was chair of the village’s planning board 
for 50 years. He served as Westchester County’s public works commissioner in the '90s. He was 
a member of many boards and professional organizations, including the International Tunneling 
Association, who he represented at the United Nations. From 2002 until 2012, Plotkin was the 
co-chair of the Tappan Zee Bridge replacement study.

Plotkin was active in academia, and taught at Manhattan College, Mercy College, Pace University, NYU Real Estate School,  and 
University of Detroit. For over a decade, Plotkin also taught at Sing Sing prison and Bedford Correctional Facility.

A lover of his alma mater, Plotkin served as president of the CCNY Engineering School Alumni Board. He was awarded the 2011 
Townsend Harris Medal, as well as an honorary doctorate in 2019 for his engineering contributions to NYC. He also received an 
Alumni Association Service Award. Plotkin and his wife established the Frances M. & Edward S. Plotkin, PE scholarship in 2007 
to commemorate his education, as well as that of his brothers Henry Plotkin, ‘46, and Maurice Plotkin, EE ‘42. The two $5,000 
scholarships are awarded to a junior or senior majoring in civil engineering with a B+ GPA, evidence of financial need, and an 
outstanding personality as determined by the dean of the Grove School of Engineering and the engineering school alumni group.

Plotkin is survived by his wife Frances, his brother Herman, his children Robert, David, Terri, and Bernie, and four grandchildren.
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50s| PATRICIA A. ALBIN, BA ’57, died on December 27, 2021. 
Albin studied English and history at City College, going on 

to teach students from junior high through college, including at the 
Fashion Institute of Technology. A mover and shaker in Greenwich 
Village politics, Albin fought against overdevelopment and for 
affordable housing. At CCNY, she was a member of Chi Lambda, the 
service sorority. She is survived by her children Elizabeth and John, a 
grandson, and a dear friend Gerard. 

SAM HAGER FRANK died on December 20, 2021. He was 89. A 
lifelong academic, Frank served in a variety of administrative roles 
at universities across the country, including as a dean at Jacksonville 
University, president of Staten Island’s Wagner College, president of the 
College of Aeronautics, and dean of the College of Professional Studies 
at City College. He is survived by his brother Bill, his daughter Betsy, 
and a granddaughter. 

LAWRENCE KAPLAN died on May 20, 2021. He was 87. A 
native of Rockaway, NY, Kaplan graduated from Queens 
College but went on to teach at City College in the history 
department for 30 years. He was a scholarly author and 
also wrote a book about Rockaway. He is survived by his 
wife Carol and daughters Laura and Nina.

LEE E. KOPPELMAN, BS ’50, died on March 
21, 2022 in Stony Brook, NY. He was 94. A 
conservationist and planner, Koppelman 
championed economic development and 
environmentalism on Long Island for 40 years. He 
served as the executive director of the Nassau-
Suffolk Regional Planning Board between 1965 
and 2006, overseeing the preservation of tens 

of thousands of acres of farmland, open space, coastal wetlands, and 
underground water supply. He created Suffolk County’s park system and 
helped preserve the Pine Barrens forest. A native of Astoria, Koppelman 
earned a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from City College 
in 1950 after serving in the Navy. He later received a Master’s from the 
Pratt Institute and a doctorate in public administration from NYU. He is 
survived by his wife Connie, his children Lesli, Claudia, Keith, and Laurel, 
and three grandchildren.

JULES LEONARD SCHWARTZ, BS BIOLOGY, ’59, died on January 6, 
2022. He was 84. In addition to City College, Schwartz attended Bronx 
High School of Science and earned his medical degree at Chicago 
Medical School. For over 40 years, he practiced ophthalmology in the 
Bronx and Riverdale. He is survived by his wife of 56 years, Harriet, his 
children Deborah and Davis, and three grandchildren.

60s| SVYATOSLAV BORYS, MS ’61, died on January 1, 2022. He 
was 90. Born in Ukraine in 1931, Borys graduated from high 

school in a displaced persons camp in postwar Munich, and immigrated 
to the United States in 1949. He graduated from St. Joseph’s College 
in Indiana in 1953 with a degree in economics, and then obtained 
a Master’s of accounting at City College in 1961. A multilingual, 
international business consultant, Borys' professional life took him all 
over the world. He is survived by his children Theodor, Lisa, James, and 
Peter, six grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren. 

RABBI SIMCHA KRAUSS, BA POLITICAL SCIENCE, ’64, 
died on January 20, 2022 in Jerusalem. He was 84. A 
champion of Orthodox Jewish women, Krauss was one of 
the first rabbis to allow women to have separate Sabbath 
services so they could do Torah readings, otherwise 
restricted to men in public. He also formed a rabbinical 
court that utilized loopholes in Jewish laws to dissolve 

MOULTON MAYERS, BS ARCH ’79, died 
on February 19, 2022 in NYC. He was 70. 
One of the foremost architects in St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines, Mayers earned his MA in 
urban planning from Pratt Institute in 1981 
after studying architecture at City College. He 
began his career in New York working for an 
architectural company, but longed for his home 
where his father was a successful and lauded 
building contractor. Upon his return, he designed 
and built some of the islands’ most significant 
buildings, including the Bank of St. Vincent 
and the Grenadines headquarters, the Postal 
Corporation building, the New Montrose Hotel, 
the School for Children with Special Needs, the 
Hotel Alexandria, the Ministerial Office Building, 
and the Forestry Headquarters. He worked 
on projects in St. Lucia and refitted schools in 
Antigua and Barbuda. And when he designed the 
School for Children with Special Needs, he did 
it for free. Mayers was the honorary ambassador 
for the country to the Czech Republic for many 
years. In 2012, the architect was awarded an OBE 
by Queen Elizabeth II of England. He is survived 
by his mother Stephanie, his wife Yvonne, and his 
children Michael, Melanee, and Melissa Mayers-
Morris, who works at CCNY’s Colin Powell 
School for Civic and Global Leadership.
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marriages when Orthodox Jewish husbands refused to allow a get, 
a religious divorce. The denial of a get meant thousands of women 
could not remarry if their ex-husbands did not allow it. A Holocaust 
survivor who grew up in Romania, Krauss and his family fled the 
country in 1948 after the Soviet takeover. He attended Yeshiva and 
became a rabbi, earning a BA in political science from CCNY, and an 
MA in political science from the New School. He is survived by his 
wife Esther, his son Binyamin, his daughters Rebecca and Aviva, and 
12 grandchildren. 

70s| CALVIN HOLDER, BA ’70, died on April 9, 2021 in London, 
Great Britain. He was 75. Holder earned a degree in 

political science and history from City College before earning a 
Master’s and PhD in U.S. History from Harvard. He was hired by 
Richmond College - CUNY, later College of Staten Island, where he 
pioneered classes in Caribbean and African American history. He is 
survived by two daughters and a grandchild.

NATHANIEL J. "NAT" SUTTON, BS ’75, died on February 24, 2022 
in New York, NY. He was 80. After earning a bachelor’s from City 
College and diploma in international public affairs from a Swiss 
school, Sutton began his career as a freelance journalist in Europe 
before returning to New York to work in public relations for NYU’s 
medical school. He moved on to Citibank, where he would stay for 
33 years before joining executive search firms. His clients in the latter 
part of his career included Columbia University, Howard University, 
the National Geographic Society, the Make-A-Wish Foundation, and 
the Ford Motor Company. He is survived by his brothers Victor and 
Samuel, many nieces and nephews, and his beloved dog MacIntosh.

00s| TITO MATOS, B.Arch ’03, died on January 18, 2022 in San 
Juan, PR. He was 53. A world renowned percussionist who 

heralded the Puerto Rican musicial genre plena, Matos 
gained notoriety for his band Viento de Agua, first 
formed in New York in 1996. The plena and bomba 
outfit helped establish Matos among the greatest 
plena artists of his generation. Born in 1968 in San 
Juan, Matos had no formal training and couldn’t read 
music, but learned to play the drum-like pandereta 
as he grew up around plena and bomba music. After 
moving to New York in 1994, he learned at the feet of 
East Harlem plena pioneers and earned a landscape 
architecture degree from City College. Matos prided himself on 
linking his home island and the Puerto Rican diaspora, performing 
a biennial concert at Hostos Community College in the Bronx. He 
is survived by his mother Hilda, his wife Mariana, and his children 
Marcelo, Celiana, and Héctor.

ANTHONY RICCA died on February 2, 2022. He 
was 58. A lifelong New Yorker who grew up in 
Brooklyn and settled on Staten Island, Ricca had 
a long career in government finance, serving most 
recently as the interim bursar at City College. He 
stepped into the role during the pandemic and 

continued to work onsite throughout the last two years, keeping the 
office afloat and supporting students during tumultuous times. He 
is survived by his wife of 34 years Joanne, his children Nicole and 
Anthony, and a grandson. 

MARTIN POPE, BS ’39, died on March 27, 
2022 in Brooklyn, NY. He was 103. Pope’s work 
in molecular semiconductors as a chemist led 
to the development of organic light-emitting 
diodes, (OLEDS), the foundational technology 
used in smartphones, solar panels, and TVs. 
His work in the 1950s and '60s established that 
organic compounds anthracene and tetracene 
could generate light with an electrical charge. 
Born Isidore Poppick in 1918 in a Lower East 
Side tenement to a homemaker and a fur shop 
laborer, Poppick later changed his name to Pope 
to avoid antisemitic prejudice. After studying 
physical chemistry at City College, Pope served 
in the Army Air Forces in World War II as a first 
lieutenant. In 1946, he met high-school teacher 
Lillie Bellin who would be his wife for nearly 70 
years until her death in 2015. After working in 
commercial research labs, Pope joined NYU’s 
chemistry department in 1956 until he retired. 
He was awarded the Davy Medal by the Royal 
Society in 2006. He is survived by his daughters 
Deborah and Miriam, his brother Michael, and 
four grandchildren.
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Jerome E. Rhodes ’41
Sidney Walton 
Philip William Kolchin ’44
Theodore Propp 
Stewart J. Golding 
Leonard Ugelow, EE ’46
Barbara Effross Isaacs ’47
Irwin Katz 
William Fishbein, EE ’48
Marvin Goodman 
O. Bernard Leibman, BS ’48
Dr. Irene Moss Lober ’48
Walter J. Addison ’49
Joseph Jacobson 
Joseph Lesser, BA Social Sciences ’49 
Frederick Martin Rowe ’49
Kurt Leo Schoen, BS ’49
Irving Weiser ’49
Edwin Telemaco Domenech 
Lawrence S. Jaffee, BS ’50
Jack Harris Taube, BS ’50
Jack Topal 
Morton Barry Dicker, BS ’51
Lenora P. Isenstadt ’51
Julius Reiner 
Solomon P. Friedman, Business Law ’52 
Harold Goldberg 
Lino Graglia, BS ’52
Marvin Naparstek 
Sylvia Schlitt, BA ’52
Reinhold Vogel, BSEE ’52
Walter Mankoff 
Joseph Browdy, BS ’53
Jack Capon, BS ’53
Francis J. Coppinger ’53
Sandra Sohn Hyman, MA 
Martin Ilivicky  
Frances Ilivicky ’53
Ronald Schechter 
Charles Edward Carlson, Jr., BS ’54
Philip Cohen, BS ’54
Harry Kruse, BS ’54
Joel Lauber, BA ’54

Dr. Selwyn Lederman 
Dr. Manny Sternlicht 
Alfred S. Touma ’54 
Jeffrey Charles Freedman 
Dr. Paul Lippmann, BS ’55
Bert Minushkin, BS ’55
Seymour Woda, BS ’55
Lawrence J. Cutler, BA ’56
Dr. Angelo Gimondo 
Allan Jong 
Anne Rapp ’56
Lester Hoel ’57
Robert L. Teitelbaum 
Charles Waldauer, BS ’57
Dr. James Guggenheimer, BS ’58
Raymond Arthur Timothy Clifford ’59
Barbara Kreissman BS ’59
Harold F. Sullivan, BS ’59
Albert Alfred DiBernardo 
Dr. Michael Slutzky, BS ’61
Louis Fernandez ’62 
Bernard Paul Geizer ’62
Dr. Joseph M. Heyman ’63
Louis Renner Loth, BS ’63
Ed Menkin, BA ’64
Peter Keane, BA ’65
Marguerite Anne "Peggy" Kingston
John W. Rockensies 
John G. Giebfried, BS ’66
Gilceria Baldres-Walsh 
Bernadine J. LaMantia, MA ’68
Elaine Stokes ’70
Gerhard W. Weber ’71
Michael Ian Greene, BA ’73
William T. Brennan, BS ’77
Arinda Diaz BS ’81
Jean Louis Le Gall, BS 
Dr. Herman L. Sobel, DDS 
Robert Horan 
Donald Feldstein 
Robert Tomback 
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SPRING FEST AND CCNY 
Featuring fun spring festival facts, current 
events and clues found in this issue.

ACROSS

DOWN

4. CCNY celebrates its 175th anniversary and 
announced a campaign to ____ its endowment.

5. Lewisohn Stadium was known for its ____ field, 
as well as concerts and graduation ceremonies.

6. Alumni membership includes access to 
TravelPerks, an award-winning ____ agency.

7. Summer ____ begins on Tuesday, June 21, 2022.

11. Alumni Kim Fielding’s book “Fairview” is the first 
____ novel to win the BookLife _______Prize.

12. Alumni and Nuremberg prosecutor Ben 
Ferencz is the subject of a bill to award him the 
Congressional Gold ____.

13. English Professor Mikhal Dekel published a new, 
longer ____of her book “Tehran Children.” 

17. Thomas Haines and Polly Cleveland donated 
money for the Alumni Association’s ____ 
management.

19. According to MedAlertHelp, “____ is recognized 
as a chronic condition.”

20. Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke at ____ in 1963.

21. Dr. Anthony Fauci has served under seven ____.

23. Professor and musician Mike Holober was 
the recipient of an Andrew ____ Award from the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters.

26. Shakespeare in the Park has been produced and 
performed at Central Park’s Delacorte ____ since 1962.

27. An art auction was held at ____to fundraise by 
The Center for the Arts.

28. Journalist Jane ____ Irving was honored with 
the Bill McCreary Legends Award.

30. A screening of the Oscar-winning documentary 
“Summer of ____” was held at SummerStage’s 
Marcus Garvey Park in mid-June.

1. Students who feel overwhelmed about returning 
to in-person classes on campus may look to ____ 
management techniques to help with anxiety.

2. Stanley Nelson was nominated 
for an Oscar for his documentary 
“____.”

3. Blair Fell’s debut novel “The 
Sign for Home” has a main 
character who is ____.  

8. CCNY debuted a women’s 
____ team for the first time in the 
college’s history this spring.

9. Alum and comedian Kevin 
Brown is also known by his stage 
name Dot ____.

10. Professor Marta Gutman was 
made permanent ____ of the 
Spitzer School of Architecture.

14. 2022 CCNY Valedictorian 
said that her academic 
accomplishments are a product of 
____.

15. Bronx Week is a tradition since 
the 1970’s and includes inductions 
into the Bronx Walk of ____.

16. City Tutors provides students 
with ____ through City Mentors at 
CCNY.

18. Dr. Michael Baden is a medical 
examiner who has participated in 
many newsworthy investigations by 
providing independent ____.

24. At the age of 85, Frank ____ 
received the NYPD’s Medal of 
Honor.

25. Meteorologist Chris ____has 
joined PIX11 News.

29. After WWII, Ukrainian Hlib 
Hayuk lived in a refugee camp in 
Germany, which he later visited 
during his post-CCNY ROTC two 
year-assignment in the ____.

(#21 )
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Taking care of 
our own every 
step of the way
With this City College 
of New York alumni  
insurance benefit

As an alumnus/a of The City College of New York, you 
have access to a valuable insurance benefit—designed 
to help protect you and your family. 

This alumni insurance benefit includes these 
advantages:

Competitive rates that have been negotiated using 
alumni buying power.

Flexible benefits tailored to your needs throughout 
your life and often help complement employer-
provided coverage.

Top-rated insurance providers you can  
trust to be there for you.

Portable coverage you can keep with you  
if you change employers, move or are  
self-employed.

Easy to get started — call the Alumni Benefits 
Hotline or visit us online.*

Check them out today: 
www.alumniplans.com/ccny       
or call 888-560-ALUM (2586)

* For features, costs, eligibility, renewability, limitations, exclusions and carriers.

Program Administered by Mercer Health & Benefits Administration LLC
In CA d/b/a Mercer Health & Benefits Insurance Services LLC
AR Insurance License #100102691 • CA Insurance License #0G39709
89584 (1/20) Copyright 2020 Mercer LLC. All rights reserved.

You and your family have access 
to this benefit through the      
Alumni Association of The City 
College of New York:

• Long-Term Care Insurance

89584 Alumni Ad (1/20) CCNY
Full Size: 8” x 10.75”  Bleed: .125” x .125” 
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142th

DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED.

For additional information please 
contact Nina Ferrell, Events Manager, 

at nferrell@ccnyalumni.org.

ANNUAL ALUMNI
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